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With the principle of "Complete Customer Satisfaction through business ethics", we have developed
a niche for our conica brand competitively priced equipments in the high quality comity of scientific
equipments segment. We are an ISO-9001-2008 Certified manufacturer of high quality
Sophisticated Automatic/Manual Autoclave (Steam Sterilizers) suitable for hospitals, 
pharmaceutical industry, medical labs ,dental clinics, beauty parlors, tattooing & body piercing
studios. We are OEM suppliers to leading brands in the autoclave sterilizers market,
fumicators,autoclaves,microscopes. We invite you to browse our website to see our wide range of
product.

conica Enterprises have developed wide range of high quality general and customized scientific and
medical equipments. We offer best quality autoclaves, steam sterilizers, stainless steel hollowware,
hospital equipments, operation theater lights, operation tables, hospital furnitureâ€™s, fumigators,
microscopes, fumicators,autoclaves,microscopes, wheel chairs and diagnostic apparatus.

Around the globe, laboratory services continue to play a vital role towards better remedies of day-to-
day problems faced by all of us. Dedicated techno crafts, medicos and scientist are engaged in
research in their respective fields for improving the general environmental and health conditions of
mankind and animals and to improve the industrial and agricultural productivity. Keeping in view the
nature of applications of scientific equipments in specific research
applications/projects/assignments, Conica Enterprises have developed wide range of high quality
general and customized scientific and medical equipments. We represent latest and directive
technologies and incorporate an up to date know how of modern techniques for various applications
and functions in different research projects. Whether used in laboratories, or for onsite industrial
applications, these rugged industrial grade equipments obtain and analyze,process and
measurements swiftly and effectively, fumicators,autoclaves,microscopes. Our company is in pursuit
of attaining excellence in our field through our dedicated Research & Development Projects and by
incorporating latest technological advancements and inputs, available to us through different
quarters of international scientific research organizations.

We strongly believe in the principle of "Complete customer satisfaction through business ethics" so
we lay special emphasis on providing prompt and efficient post sales service back up to all our
patrons. We are backed by our highly experienced, trained and motivated service technicians to
extend our services.
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Conica - About Author:
Over a short period of time we have developed a niche for our CONICA brand equipments in a high
quality, competitively priced segment of indigenous, import substitute
fumicators,autoclaves,microscopes, through our quality and dedicated customer support.
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